Some misalignment: Voice - influence

Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association (APPEA)

General information
APPEA is a nationally representative body representing Australia’s oil and gas exploration and production industry. It has over 155 member companies. APPEA members account for an estimated 60% of the Australian petroleum production. APPEA also represents about 300 associated member companies that provide a wide range of goods and services to the upstream oil and gas industry.

Eclipse office is in the APPEA building. We sit on the APPEA Committee, along with ExxonMobil and other companies. In 2008, the Australian Government included these oil and gas companies... (Continued)

APPEA’s climate policy
APPEA supports the Paris Agreement and its climate change policy. They call for an acceleration in the uptake of low-carbon technologies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. APPEA also supports the development of a carbon market to facilitate the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

Conclusions and actions
Our review has concluded that there is some misalignment between APPEA and Eclipse’s climate policy position.

Eclipse has a position on carbon pricing that it has been promoting in its media communications. APPEA has a position on carbon pricing that is in line with the Paris Agreement and its climate change policy. The misalignment is not significant, as both companies support the Paris Agreement and its climate change policy.